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ABSTRACT

Class cohesion is considered as one of the most important object-oriented software attributes. High cohesion is, in fact, a desirable property of software. Many different metrics have been suggested in the last several years to measure the cohesion of classes in object-oriented systems. The class of structural object-oriented cohesion metrics is the most investigated category of cohesion metrics. These metrics measure cohesion on structural information extracted from the source code. Empirical studies noted that these metrics fail in many situations to properly reflect cohesion of classes. This paper aims at exploring the use of hierarchical clustering techniques to improve the measurement of cohesion of classes in object-oriented systems. The proposed approach has been evaluated using three particular case studies. We also used in our study three well-known structural cohesion metrics. The achieved results show that the new approach appears to better reflect the cohesion (and structure) of classes than traditional structural cohesion metrics.
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1. Introduction

Class cohesion is considered as one of the most important object-oriented (OO) software attributes. It is used to assess the design quality of classes. Class cohesion (more specifically, functional cohesion) is defined as the degree of relatedness between members of a class. In OO systems, a class should represent a single logical concept, and not to be a collection of miscellaneous features. OO analysis and design methods promote a modular design by creating high cohesive classes. However, improper assignment of responsibilities during the design phase can produce low cohesive classes with unrelated members. The reasoning is that such (poorly designed) classes will be difficult to understand, to test and to maintain.

Many different metrics have been suggested in the last several years to measure the cohesion of classes in OO systems. The class of structural cohesion metrics is the most investigated category of cohesion metrics. In this paper, we are focusing on this category of cohesion metrics. These metrics measure cohesion on structural information extracted from the source code. Although there have been several empirical studies performed on these metrics, no consensus has yet been reached as to which of these metrics best measures cohesion [1]. Furthermore, studies have noted that most of these metrics fail in many situations to properly reflect cohesion of classes [2-5]. Major existing structural cohesion metrics can give cohesion values that do not reflect actually the disparity of the code of a given class. These metrics, in fact, capture some links (from a structural point of view) between parts of code that can be conceptually unrelated. As stated by Marcus et al. in [5], these metrics give no clues whether a class is cohesive from a conceptual point of view (implements one or more concepts, for example). These weaknesses can lead, indeed, in various situations to some inconsistencies between the computed values of cohesion and the intuitively expected ones [3,4]. As a result, these metrics may not be completely reliable to be used to detect effectively weaknesses in the design (assignment of disparate roles to classes for example), or identify refactoring opportunities. The debate on cohesion metrics still continues and new definitions are proposed [3,5-14].

Existing cohesion metrics are directly or indirectly based on observations of the attributes referenced by the methods. The assessment of cohesion of classes is based on the notion of similarity between methods. Clustering (or unsupervised classification) methods are concerned with grouping objects based on their interrelationships or similarity [15]. Clustering is a data mining activity that aims to partition a given set of objects into groups (or clusters) such that objects within a group would have high similarity to each other and low similarity to objects in other groups [16-18]. The inferring process is carried...
out with respect to a set of relevant characteristics of the analyzed objects [18]. Clustering techniques have been widely used to support various software reengineering activities such as system partitioning [19], architecture recovery [20] and program restructuring [15,21-25]. Clustering techniques have also been used more recently in the area of aspect mining [18,26-30].

This paper aims at exploring the use of clustering techniques to improve the measurement of cohesion of classes in OO systems. We believe, indeed, that using clustering will better reflect the structure and the design quality of classes. Clustering provides, in fact, a natural way for identifying clusters of related methods based on their similarity. The paper proposes a new approach to measure the cohesion of individual classes within an OO system based on hierarchical clustering. The proposed approach has been evaluated using three particular case studies taken from the literature. We also used in our study three well-known structural cohesion metrics: LCOM [31], LCOM* [32] and TCC [33]. The achieved results show that the new approach appears to better reflect the cohesion (and structure) of classes than traditional structural cohesion metrics.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a brief survey on major class cohesion metrics. Section 3 introduces the new approach we propose for the measurement of cohesion of classes in OO systems. Section 4 gives a simple example of application of our approach. Section 5 presents the case studies we used to evaluate our approach. Finally, Section 6 presents some conclusions and future research directions.

2. Object-Oriented Cohesion Metrics

Many metrics have been proposed in order to measure class cohesion in OO systems. The argument over the most meaningful of those metrics continues to be debated [8]. Major of proposed cohesion metrics are based on the notion of similarity between methods, and usually capture cohesion in terms of connections between members of a class. Based on the underlying information used to measure the cohesion of a class, there exist different classes of cohesion metrics [5]: structural metrics [31-36], semantic metrics [5,9,37], information entropy-based metrics [38], slice-based metrics [11], metrics based on data mining [39] and metrics for specific types of applications [40]. The class of structural cohesion metrics is the most investigated category of cohesion metrics. Structural cohesion metrics measure cohesion on structural information extracted from the source code. These metrics present, however, some differences in the definition of the relationships between members of a class. A class is more cohesive when a larger number of its instance variables are referenced by a method (LCOM* [32], Coh [34]), or a larger number of methods pairs share instance variables (LCOM1, LCOM2 [31], LCOM3 [36], LCOM4 [35], Co [35], TCC and LCC [33], DC0 and DC1 [41]). Several studies using the Principal Component Analysis technique have been conducted in order to understand the underlying orthogonal dimensions captured by some of these metrics [1,5,34,42]. Briand et al. [34] developed a unified framework for cohesion measurement in OO systems that classifies and discusses several cohesion metrics. Development of metrics for class cohesion assessment still continues [3,5-14,37].

3. Clustering Based Cohesion Measurement

3.1. Introduction

Clustering aims to differentiate groups inside a given set of objects. The resulting groups (clusters), distinct and non-empty, are to be built so that the objects within each cluster are more closely related to one another than objects assigned to different clusters. The clustering process is based on the notion of similarity (or dissimilarity) between the objects. The similarity between two objects \( x \) and \( y \) can be derived from the following measure [43]:

\[
sim(x, y) = \frac{|p(x) \cap p(y)|}{|p(x) \cup p(y)|}
\]

where \( p(x) \) and \( p(y) \) are the properties of the objects \( x \) and \( y \) respectively. The distance measure used for discriminating objects express the dissimilarity between them. A possible measure of distance can be defined as follows:

\[
dist(x, y) = 1 - \sim(x, y)
\]

The generic concept of similarity (and dissimilarity) is presented in Bunge’s Ontology [44]. These concepts were first used in the area of OO software measurement by Chidamber & Kemerer [31]. In this paper, we are focusing only on hierarchical clustering. The hierarchical clustering methods represent a major class of clustering techniques [18]. There are two styles of hierarchical clustering algorithms: bottom-up and top-down. In our work, we use as a first attempt the bottom-up approach. Given a set of \( n \) objects, the bottom-up methods begin with \( n \) singletons (sets with one element), merging them until a single cluster is obtained. At each step, the most similar two clusters are chosen for merging [18]. The hierarchical clustering algorithm is implemented in several statistical analysis tools. In our case, we used the one integrated in XLSTAT\(^1\), a software for statistical and data analysis for Microsoft Excel.

3.2. Model Definition

In our approach, the objects to classify are the attributes

\(^1\)http://www.xlstat.com/
and the methods members of the class. We focus, however, on the connectivity between methods. The resulting clusters are to be built so that the methods within each cluster are more closely related to one another than methods assigned to different clusters. Let \( C \) be a class. Let \( M = \{ m_1, m_2, \ldots, m_n \} \) be the set of methods of the class and \( A = \{ a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_k \} \) be the set of its attributes. Let \( p(m) \) be the set of properties of the method \( m_i \), which includes the attributes of the class \( C \) referenced by the method \( m_i \) and the methods of the class \( C \) invoked directly by the method \( m_i \). Let \( p(a) \) be the set of properties of the attribute \( a_i \), which includes the methods of the class \( C \) using directly the attribute \( a_i \). The development of our model includes the following three main steps.

### 3.2.1. Constructing the Entities-Properties Matrix

Let \( EP \) be the entities-properties matrix, which represents the properties of the entities (attributes and methods) of the class \( C \). This matrix is a binary square matrix \((n + k)^p(n + k)\), where \( n \) is the number of methods and \( k \) the number of attributes of the class \( C \). It models the different relationships between the members of the class. There is a method-attribute relationship between a method \( m_i \) and an attribute \( a_p \), if the attribute appears in the body of this method \( (EP(m_i, a_p) = 1) \). There is a method-method relationship between a method \( m_i \) and a method \( m_k \), if the method \( m_k \) is invoked directly by the method \( m_i \) \( (EP(m_i, m_k) = 1) \).

### 3.2.2. Performing a Hierarchical Clustering Algorithm

The \( EP \) matrix is provided as input for the hierarchical clustering algorithm of the XLSTAT tool in order to obtain multiple nested partitions of the entities of the class as a hierarchical tree. We used in our approach the Jaccard coefficient as similarity measure. The Jaccard metric seems to be the most intuitive for software entities. Moreover, as mentioned above, we used in our approach the bottom-up hierarchical clustering algorithm of XLSTAT. Given a set of \( n \) entities, the bottom-up algorithm begins with \( n \) singletons (sets with one method), merging them until a single cluster is obtained. At each step, the most similar two clusters are chosen for merging.

### 3.2.3. Determining the Optimal Number of Clusters

Determining the optimal number of clusters is equivalent to determining the optimal level of truncation of the hierarchical tree. The truncation criterion is often based on heuristics. There are several methods to determine the optimal number of clusters. Earlier works in this area include the rule of Hartigan [45], the indexes of Krzanowski and Lai [46] and the silhouette statistic suggested by Kaufman \textit{et al.} [47]. More recent works include the “gap” method proposed by Tibshirani \textit{et al.} [48] and the method of resampling based on prediction [49]. The comparison of these approaches is out of the scope of this paper. As our work is exploratory by nature, we used the automatic truncation of the hierarchical tree, integrated in XLSTAT. It determines the optimal number of clusters of the analyzed class. The approach adopted by the XLSTAT tool to determine the optimal number of clusters is based on entropy. Entropy measures how elements are distributed or assigned in each cluster. Low entropy corresponds to a better clustering.

### 3.3. Cohesion Measurement

Let \( C \) be a class. Let \( M = \{ m_1, m_2, \ldots, m_n \} \) be the set of its methods. The number of pairs of methods is: \([n(n − 1)/2]\). Consider \( M = \{ m_1, m_2, \ldots, m_n \} \) be the set of its methods. The number of pairs of methods is: \([n(n − 1)/2]\). Consider the undirected graph \( G_C \), resulting from the clustering, where the nodes represent the methods of the class \( C \). There is an arc between two nodes if the corresponding methods belong to the same cluster. As mentioned earlier, from the point of view of clustering, each cluster contains only related methods. Therefore, all the pairs of methods within a cluster are related. Let \( E_C \) be the set of connected components of the graph \( G_C \). It represents, in fact, the set of clusters. Let \( E_j \) be the set of arcs in the graph \( G_C \). The approach we propose allows the calculation of two metrics:

- \( \text{COH}_{CL} = |E_d|/[n(n − 1)/2] \in [0, 1] \). It gives the percentage of pairs of methods that are related.
- \( N_{CL} = |E_C| \). It gives the number of clusters in the class.

The \( N_{CL} \) metric takes values greater than or equal to 1.

### 3.4. Interpretation

The \( \text{COH}_{CL} \) metric gives, in fact, the degree of relatedness between the methods of the class. A low value of \( \text{COH}_{CL} \) indicates that the methods of the class are poorly related, in spite of the fact that they may constitute a single group of related members. However, it may also indicate (in an implicit way) the existence of several (two or more) groups of connected methods. In fact, these different groups may reflect, in some cases, the disparity of the roles (more than one concept) assigned to a class. In this case, we will be able to determine it only by reviewing the code. A low value of \( \text{COH}_{CL} \) may be interpreted in different ways and reveals, in fact, various situations: 1) the methods of the class constitute a single group of connected methods but are however weakly related; 2) the roles assigned to the class are disparate; and 3) possibly both.

In practice, we may have two classes with comparable values of cohesion (let us assume 0.50): In the case of the first class, the methods are weakly related but constitute a single group of connected methods, and in the case of the second class the roles assigned to the class are unrelated which will be reflected in its implementation.
Without the $N_{\text{CL}}$ metric, it’s only by reviewing the code that we will be able to determine it. The metric $N_{\text{CL}}$ (as an indicator of the disparity of the concepts implemented by the class) reveals in an explicit way this problem. Together, the two metrics reflect in several situations some design problems (weaknesses in the design). The case studies presented in Section 5 illustrate this dimension. The $\text{COH}_{\text{CL}}$ metric indicates the cohesion degree of the class. The $N_{\text{CL}}$ (taken with $\text{COH}_{\text{CL}}$) helps in interpreting the results.

4. A Simple Example of Application

In order to better understand our approach, we present in this section a simple example of application. Consider the class $C$ with: $M(C) = \{m_1, m_2, m_3, m_4, m_5, m_6, m_7\}$ the set of its methods and $A(C) = \{i_1, i_2, i_3, i_4, i_5\}$ the set of its attributes (instance variables). Let $U_i$ be the set of attributes and methods used by the method $m_i$. Suppose that the values of these sets in our example are: $U_1 = \{i_1, i_2, i_3, m_1\}$, $U_2 = \{i_2, m_2\}$, $U_3 = \{i_3, i_4\}$, $U_4 = \{i_1, i_4, i_5\}$, $U_5 = \{i_6, i_7\}$, and $U_7 = \{i_8, i_9\}$.

By applying the hierarchical clustering algorithm of XLSTAT, we obtain the dendrogram (hierarchical tree) given in Figure 1. We obtain two distinct clusters of methods (Figure 1): $\{m_1, m_2, m_3, m_4\}$ and $\{m_5, m_6, m_7\}$. All methods belonging to the same cluster are related. The graph $G_C$ modeling the connections between the methods of the class $C$ resulting from the clustering is given in Figure 2. From the graph $G_C$ of Figure 2, we obtain: $\text{COH}_{\text{CL}} = 9/21 = 0.43$ and $N_{\text{CL}} = 2$.

5. Empirical Evaluation

In order to evaluate our approach, we consider as case studies three particular examples of classes (in Java) discussed in the literature in the area of maintenance, restructuring and aspect mining [50-52]. To facilitate comparison with our class cohesion measurement approach, we chose in our study three well-known structural cohesion metrics: LCOM [31], LCOM* [32] and TCC [33]. LCOM (Lack of Cohesion in Methods) is defined as the number of pairs of methods having at least one common attribute. LCOM* is defined as the percentage of methods pairs, which are directly related. Two methods are directly related if they both use either directly or indirectly a common instance variable. We used the Borland Together2 tool to compute the metrics LCOM, LCOM* and TCC. Moreover, we used the XLSTAT tool to perform clustering.

5.1. Observer Design Pattern

The Observer design pattern defines a “one to many” dependency between a subject and several observers [51]. When the subject object changes its state, all observers will automatically be notified and updated accordingly [53]. Figure 3 gives an OO implementation of this pattern [54]. It models a simple system of graphic figures elements in which a class Point share the same interface FigureElement with other classes. If a call to any of the methods prefixed by “set” on an object of type FigureElement is triggered, the observer object must be alerted in order to reflect the changes at the graphical representation. According to the object approach [53], the implementation usually requires that the subject (the observed object) must define a field (list) to provide mechanical registration and deregistration of interested observers (i.e. methods: attachObserver() and detachObserver()) and a notification method (i.e. informObserver()).

From Figure 3 we can clearly see the limits of the object paradigm due to the duplication and tangling of code that were inevitable. Indeed, the class Point (and other classes not mentioned here) must integrate all the code fragment relating to the maintenance and reporting of observed objects in their implementations (pieces of code...
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Figure 3. An example of a partial implementation of the observer design pattern [54]. Furthermore, we note the duplication resulting from calling the method informObservers() in order to report the change in an attribute to the observer object (piece of code labelled B). Moreover, we note the tangling of code in the same class (Point), between its main functionality (piece of code labelled A) mixed with the code for the notification mechanism of the observer we have described above (statements labelled B, C, D). This means that the class Point has been assigned more than one role [54]. Table 1 gives the values of the selected structural cohesion metrics. According to these values, the class is not cohesive.

By applying our approach, we obtain the dendrogram given in Figure 4. We obtain the following two clusters of methods: $K_1 = \{ \text{setY()}, \text{setX(), setXY()} \}$ and $K_2 = \{ \text{informObserver(), attachObserver(), detachObserver()} \}$. The three methods informObservers(), attachObserver() and detachObserver() are grouped in one cluster ($K_2$), and the other methods i.e. setY(), setXY() and setX() are grouped in the other cluster ($K_1$).

The graph of connections between methods, obtained after clustering, is given in Figure 5. As mentioned above, two methods classified in the same cluster are similar and therefore related. We obtain, therefore:

$N_{CL} = 2$ and $\text{COH}_{CL} = 0.4$.

The value of COH$_{CL}$ indicates that the methods of the class are weakly related. As the value of the metric $N_{CL}$ is equal to 2, this means that the class contains two disjoint groups of connected methods (the two clusters $k_1$ and $k_2$). These results (COH$_{CL}$ and $N_{CL}$) adequately reflect the structure (code) of the class given in Figure 3: two disparate roles, i.e. its primary role as point and a secondary role related to the management of the notification mechanism for observers objects. Despite the entanglement of the code on these two roles, the new approach was able to capture and isolate the related elements properly. Moreover, we note by the decomposition of clusters $K_1$ and $K_2$ that each cluster contains only methods concerning the same responsibility (concept). The cluster $K_1$ includes elements of code A, while the cluster $K_2$ includes elements of code B and C (Figure 3). The values of the metrics $N_{CL}$ and $\text{COH}_{CL}$ reflect properly the structure of the class than the structural cohesion metrics.

5.2. The Tangled Stack Class

This example is taken from [52]. It presents a class that defines the basic operations managing a stack (push, pop, check if the stack is empty or full) in addition to those related to a second functionality (display of its contents in a text field of a frame). The code of the class is shown in Figure 6. The parts of the code labelled (B, C and D)
are related to the second functionality assigned to the class. Table 2 gives the values of the selected structural cohesion metrics. Metrics LCOM and TCC indicate a perfect cohesion. In contrary, the metric LCOM* indicates that the class presents a lack of cohesion (which is important according to LCOM*).

By applying our approach, we obtain the dendrogram given in Figure 7. We obtain the following two clusters of methods: $K_1 = \{isEmpty(), isFull(), pop(), push(), top(), toString()\}$ and $K_2 = \{display()\}$. The graph of connections between methods, obtained after clustering, is given in Figure 8. We obtain the following values of cohesion: $N_{CL} = 2$ and $COH_{CL} = 0.71$. The value of the metric $COH_{CL}$ (0.71) indicates a relatively good cohesion. This is not the case for metrics TCC and LCOM, which indicate a perfect cohesion. According to the metric $N_{CL}$ (whose value is equal to 2), we have two disjoint groups of methods ($k_1$ and $k_2$).

Indeed, the class TangledStack as mentioned above has two distinct roles: its primary role as a stack and a secondary role related to the display mechanism in a GUI.

The new approach effectively isolated the methods related to each role. Indeed, we note according to the decomposition of $k_1$ and $k_2$ that each cluster contains only methods relating to the same responsibility. Cluster $k_2$ includes elements of code B (Figure 6), while cluster $k_1$ includes the items of base code A of the standard class “Stack”. The values of the two metrics ($COH_{CL}$ and $N_{CL}$), taken together, better illustrate the structure of the class. This is not the case with the other metrics. In the case of this example, it is also a crosscutting concern that overlaps with the main concern of the class Stack. An aspect-oriented solution was proposed by Monteiro in [52].

### 5.3. Chain of Responsibility Design Pattern

This example is taken from [50]. It was also discussed by Monteiro in [52]. Ideally, each class must provide a single role (contain a coherent set of responsibilities). Unfortunately, this is not always the case. It is also the case of superimposed roles as outlined by Hannemann and Kiczales in [51]. One symptom that can help to detect Double Personality in Java source code is implementation of interfaces [52]. Interfaces are a popular way to model roles in Java. When a class implements an interface modeling a role that does not relate to the class’ primary concern, the class smells of Double Personality [52].

The design pattern “Chain of Responsibility” allows to any number of classes to try to answer a query without

![Figure 6. Code of the class TangledStack.](image)

![Figure 7. Dendrogram of the class TangledStack.](image)

![Figure 8. The graph $G_C$ corresponding to the class TangledStack.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metrics</th>
<th>$LCOM$</th>
<th>$LCOM^*$</th>
<th>TCC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Values</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
knowing the capabilities of other classes on this query. Each time an object receives a message it can’t deal with, it delegates it to the next object in the chain. The purpose of this pattern is to create a process chain, encapsulated in objects, and to allow to propagate the call to this process in the chain, leaving to the object/process to decide whether the context is of its concern or not. Figure 9 shows a possible implementation of the Chain of Responsibility pattern by a class ColorImage.

The secondary role is modeled by the interface Chain, that all participant objects must implement (the related code of this role is shaded and referenced by labels B and C). The method addChain() adds another class to the chain of classes. The method getChain() returns the current object to which messages are sent. These two methods allow to modify the chain dynamically and to add additional classes in the middle of an existing chain [50]. The method sendToChain() sends a message to the next object in the chain.

This implementation causes a code tangling because the class has been assigned a second responsibility (handling of received messages and giving them to the following participant objects in the chain in case the current object could not handle the message). Otherwise, the class would be reduced to a very simple code just for the handling of color. Table 3 gives the values of the selected structural cohesion metrics. Metrics LCOM* and TCC indicate (is the case of this example also) a perfect cohesion. In contrary, the metric LCOM indicates that the class presents a lack of cohesion.

By applying our approach, we obtain the dendrogram given in Figure 10. We obtain the following two clusters of methods: $K_1 = \{\text{getColor}\}$ and $K_2 = \{\text{addChain()}, \text{getChain()}, \text{sendToChain()\}}$. The class ColorImage has two connected components. The graph of connections, obtained after clustering, is given in Figure 11. We obtain the following values of cohesion: $N_{\text{CL}} = 2$ and $\text{COH}_{\text{CL}} = 0.5$. This reveals a low cohesion in the class. Indeed, a simple inspection of the code will indicate that the class has two different roles.

Moreover, we can see by the decomposition of clusters $k_1$ and $k_2$ that each cluster contains only methods related to the same role. Cluster $k_2$ includes elements of code B (Figure 11), while cluster $k_1$ includes only elements of base code of the class ColorImage, which is the method getColor() (it means that there is no tangling of code in the same cluster). Once again, the values of the two metrics COH$_{\text{CL}}$ and $N_{\text{CL}}$, taken together, better illustrate the structure of the class.

6. Conclusion and Future Work

This paper investigates the use of hierarchical clustering techniques to improve the measurement of cohesion of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metrics</th>
<th>LCOM</th>
<th>LCOM*</th>
<th>TCC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Values</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9. Example of implementation of the design pattern chain of responsibility (class ColorImage).

Figure 10. Dendrogram of the class ColorImage.

Figure 11. The graph $G_c$ corresponding to the class ColorImage.
classes in OO systems. Existing cohesion metrics are directly or indirectly based on observations of the attributes referenced by the methods. The measurement of cohesion of classes is based on the similarity between their methods. So, we used clustering to better identify clusters of related methods.

The proposed approach has been evaluated using three particular case studies taken from (maintenance, restructuring and aspect mining) literature. The achieved results show clearly that the new approach better reflects the structure and quality of the design of the evaluated classes than the selected traditional structural cohesion metrics. The approach was effectively able to detect the disparity between the roles implemented by the evaluated classes. It allows, in fact, better differentiating and classifying methods of a class into groups of related and cohesive methods. This capacity is mainly due to the potential of separation into cohesive groups offered by clustering techniques. According to the evaluated case studies and the obtained results, the new approach appears to better detect design problems, such as assigning disparate roles to a class, than traditional structural cohesion metrics.

The study performed in this paper should, however, be replicated using a large number of OO systems in order to draw more general conclusions. Indeed, the findings in this paper should be viewed as exploratory and indicative rather than conclusive. As future work, we plan to: extend the study by introducing other OO cohesion metrics, explore the use of the approach to support aspect-mining activities and finally replicate the study on data collected from a large number of OO software systems to be able to give generalized results.
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